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ORIGINATIONPRO.COM

Produced almost 600 transactions in his first 18 months 
in the industry—including  closing 60 in his 12th month; 

Run sales forces for large production organizations; 

Directed the sales force for the largest mortgage 
technology organization;

Written seven books in the areas of finance, management, 
sales &   marketing—including two best-sellers published 
by the MBA; 

Helped found a Federal Bank, serving as a board of 
director; 

Been a keynote speaker at hundreds of industry events

Dave Hershman
Top Industry Author and Speaker



OUR GOALS TODAY
 History of FHA
 Legislative Update
 Benefits of FHA
 FHA eligibility
 Types of transactions-Focus Streamline
 Types of properties financed under FHA
 Types of mortgages offered under FHA
 Costs to obtain an FHA mortgage
 FHA qualification requirements 
 FHA forms
 FHA approval requirements
 FHA Marketing

And 
Coaching

—Q&A 
on any 
topic
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LATEST NEWS ON THE HOUSING FRONT
 FHA is in the news…

 Dave Stevens is nominated for FHA Commissioner
 HUD Secretary Donovan testifies before Congress—

 Admits FHA default rates are up.  Is FHA the next pillar to fall?   Could portend 
new tightening of FHA requirements or higher MIP fees. 

 Default rates higher for DPA program
 Announces SWAT Teams will be swooping in on problem lenders. 

 NAMB withdraws its challenge to the new appraisal program
 Freddie Mac tightens condo requirements for FL: attached new units must be approved 

by Fannie Mae. 
 Fed to continue purchase of Treasuries this week as well as putting pressure on banks to 

sell toxic assets despite change in accounting rules
 Congress is considering regulating YSPs. NAMB is supporting so far.  Latest news, mark-

up on this bill has been postponed and hearing may be held. Key issues..
 Will bankers also be required to disclose?
 What will the restrictions be?  Does not look to be a total ban but limiting putting 

someone into a higher cost program because YSPs. How do they do this?  It will be 
hard!   Great example: Margins on Option ARMs.  

 National licensing is coming for loan officers—including minimum credit score and net 
worth 6



NEW FHA LOAN LIMITS—
CONFORMING JUST RELEASED

FHA Base Limits
One-Unit $271,050
Two-Unit $347,000
Three-Unit $419,400
Four-Unit $521,250



STIMULUS PACKAGE
Tax Credit-Note Details Still Being Released. 

 From $7500 to $8,000 (or 10% of home’s value, whichever is less)
 Purchase from January 1, 2009 to November 30, 2009
 It is “refundable” which means they get it even if they did not pay taxes
 Must be a first-time homebuyer (cannot have owned a home for three years)
 Must make less than $75,000 as a single, less than $150,000 if joint filer 

(phases out above that to $95K for single and $170K for joint)
 Some summaries say that you can actually go back and amend returns and file 

against your 2008 taxes.  Implications for down payments?  One state has 
already… 

 It is now a credit, instead of a loan.  Must remain in home for three years, or 
entire amount is recaptured upon sale. 

 Must be a principal residence
 If you use a revenue bond program to purchase you can still use the credit
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OBAMA PLAN—HOME AFFORDABLE REFI

 Present loan must be a conforming loan (see “look-up” systems)
 Effective with loans delivered April 1, 2009 until notes dated June 10, 2010. 
 Maximum LTV is 105% of value.
 Includes high-cost conforming loans (729K). 
 Existing seconds can be subordinated above that (no new seconds allowed)
 Relaxed MI requirements…existing MI company must “play along” providing 

same coverage as original loan. If originally did not need MI—will not now.  
 Must be a lower mortgage payment or a more stable product.
 Subject to LLPA but not adverse market delivery fees. 
 No cash-out allowed nor can money be used to pay off junior liens.  
 No short-term adjustables or conversion from fixed to adjustable. 
 Any types of properties approved by agencies. 
 Any types of transactions: owner-occupied, second homes, or investors. 
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OBAMA PLAN—HOME AFFORDABLE REFI
 For Freddie Mac:  Must be originated by the servicer or an “Affiliate” of the servicer.  Must 

have the mortgage file of the loan being refinanced.  Must be 3 months seasoned with no 
30—day lates in past 12 months (or for the term of the mortgage if less than 12 months). 
Must be manually underwritten.  Seller to warrant value using a new appraisal or AVM or 
statement that value has not dropped from original value. Freddie Mac “look-up” link: 
https://ww3.freddiemac.com/corporate/ At least one wholesaler allowing brokers—if 
serviced by them. 

 For Fannie Mae: 
 DU Refi Plus: can be done by any Fannie Mae approved  lender using DU (does not have to be 

the servicer of the loan).  Enhancements to DU will be available by May 2, 2009.   Ineligible 
recommendation allowed for LTV or minimum representative credit score.   Follow appraisal 
requirements required by DU.  Full income documentation. 

 Refi Plus: loans can be manually underwritten but must be originated by the servicer. 
Servicer can represent value has not dropped or if not, full appraiser for estimated LTVs over 
95% and full appraisal or exterior only for LTVs under 95%.  Can use verbal VOE and no debt-
to-income ratios calculated, but lender must determine borrower has ability to repay. 

 No subprime, Alt-A, reverse, second or government loans
 No seasoning required and no minimum credit score requirements
 Fannie Mae “look-up” web link http://www.fanniemae.com/homepath/homeaffordable.jhtml
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THE MOST IMPORTANT $39..
…You will ever spend

Start with a free package..
Package, includes—Book of Home Finance (soon to be updated 

and more; Audio Marketing Seminar; Performance Library of 
articles—all accessible on the dashboard of the system;

Add in the most comprehensive sphere marketing system…
The NewsletterPro Marketing System is the most effective 

marketing tool to your most important target. 
Then top it off with 

A complete certification program that comes with coaching from 
the number one industry expert

And there is no obligation: you can cancel at any time

Upgrade available-Includes MyMortgageCommunity & Velma
11



WHAT IS CMA?
Certified Mortgage Advisor

 Ten webinars including today’s. There is a choice of at least three webinars 
for the tenth webinar. 

 Includes three part planning/advisor course. 
 Schedule on www.certifiedmortgageadvisor.biz

 Six months to attend all 10 courses (15 hours of training)--must attend LIVE!
 Certification page posted on site (above) with list of class dates so you can 

track.  It is your responsibility to track!
 Continuing education---CMA Case Studies—We don’t want you to stop learning

 Must be a NewsletterPro Marketing System subscriber for six months
 Test is issued. Passing score gives you CMA certification
 Marketing materials coming as well..Logo, seminars and more! 

 New:  Webinar registrations, slides and audio all on home page of newsletter 
system. 
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HISTORY OF FHA
 Federal Housing Administration authorized by National Housing Act  of 

1934, a depression-era program

 Depression was the most significant housing crisis in history and caused 
significant regulation of banks restricting their scope (Glass-Steagall Act)  

 Most programs required 20% down
 Grew to one-third of loans in the United States
 Other dominant entity was Savings and Loans (ended during the S&L crisis 

in late 1980s)

 With Fannie and Freddie and Ginnie Mae—start of the secondary market
 Only “less than 5% down program” even through the 1980s
 Sub-prime boom of last decade caused market share to fall to 2.0%

 FHA is under the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
 FHA does not make mortgages, but insures mortgages (100% coverage)
 Lenders approve the mortgages—Direct Endorsement—under FHA 

guidelines
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HOPE FOR HOMEOWNERS--TEMPORARY
 Voluntary program—lenders don’t have to participate—and why they won’t? 
 Lenders must take “hair-cut” to bring loan being refinanced down to @90% to 

94% of current value. 
 All second mortgages must be eliminated through negotiation-this has 

changed slightly—but HUD will buy these at pennies on the dollar. 
 Program begins October 1, 2008, ends September 30, 2011. 
 Must be above 31% Debt income ratio presently (payment is hardship)
 30 year fixed at 90% of the value of the home, or maximum family can repay, 

whichever is less (qualification is required).  Now can offer 40 year mortgages
 Why a bad deal for homeowners vs direct lender modification--

 Maximum loan amount 132% of conforming (can’t use for jumbos over $550,000)

 3.0% up-front MIP, 1.5% monthly
 Closing costs of new loan

 Never below market interest rates
 No seconds allowed for the first five years of the new mortgage

 Any future appreciation or gained equity shared with FHA—50% to 100%.   That could be 
hundreds of thousands of dollars!
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FHA MODERNIZATION ACT OF 2008
 Increase the  FHA loan limit in high cost areas to 150% of conforming  

(115%  of area home limits capped at $625,500).  $729,750 per ESA
 Moving base limits from 95% to 110% of median home prices. (271K) 
 Requiring “down payments” of at least 3.5%. Allows loans from family 

members. 
 Restructuring FHA insurance for manufactured homes
 Enhancing counseling requirements
 Improving FHA loss mitigation process
 Enhancing fraud protection—including more screening and more 

penalties
 Five year test program for alternative credit histories
 Moratorium on risk-based premiums from October 1 for 12 months
 Prohibition of seller assisted DPA—October 1, 2008.   
 Single national reverse mortgage limit of $417,000. Moved to 

$625,000 per ESA
15



REGULATORY UPDATE
 Newest Mortgagee Letters

 ML 2009-11 HECM Purchase program clarifications—one property rule;
 ML 2009-10 Clarification of Counseling for HECMs
 ML 2009-08 Cash out Refis to 85% (can re-subordinate Seconds)
 ML 2009-07 Revised high costs limits
 ML 2008-41 Elimination of FHA Secure Program
 ML 2008-40—Refinance LTVs—97.75%. 2nd appraisal for cash-out over 85%
 ML 2008-28—Prohibition of HECM Counseling For Fee
 ML 2008-25---Borrowers must qualify with mortgages of both properties—to 

discourage “abandonment.”   Exceptions relocation and 25% equity in other 
property (keep in mind one FHA property rule)

 ML 2008-23.  Downpayment requirements.  New standard is 3.5% down 
(not invested in property) . Giving us until January 1, 2009 to get loans in 
pipeline closed.

 ML 2008-15 New Transmittal Form and application addendum
 ML 2008-11 Non-traditional credit 
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REGULATORY UPDATE—CONT’D
 Policy on non-approved brokers—advisory services only, must be 

on HUD-1 and be paid from applicant’s own money (from 
origination fee on HECMs) and have a separate contract

 Addition of “Streamline K”—up to 35K in discretionary repairs
 Borrowers can pay lender fees
 FHA accepts conventional appraisals
 Up-front MIP required on 203K and Condos for first time
 Eliminates refunds of up-front MIP (except Streamlines)
 Allows cancellation of monthly MIP
 Eliminated PUD approval list 
 Added Hybrid ARMs and Libor Index
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DPA ALTERNATIVES FOR DP
 State and local housing agencies can still give DPA assistance. You need to become 

familiar with them. Program was expanded by National Housing Act.  
www.LendersWhoCare.org

 Tax credit—you can’t get it until you purchase a home. But I have heard that you can go 
back and amend previous year’s return. You can borrow secured against an asset. Will 
some will lend against a tax refund?

 Borrow secured—IRA, Car, 401K. However, you must qualify for extra payment.  Roth IRA 
may let you do a withdrawal for a home purchase. 

 Gifts from Relatives and family type relationships.  FHA allows 100% gift.  This person 
can also co-sign if qualification is an issue.  They can also lend unsecured.  

 Seller can still give 6.0% and you can use premium pricing--that means paying all closing 
costs AND prepaids and just having to worry about the downpayment. 

 This means they can pay closing costs and a temporary buydown.  The buydown 
essentially gives  them the cash over a two year period!

 Rent with an option to buy—only can credit “over fair-market value.” 
 How about an employer?  You can’t use a one-time bonus for income, but you can use for 

the downpayment!
 Remember VA and Rural Housing are still 100% programs.
 Purchase HUD owned property—some lenders have $500 down or less offered by HUD
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FHA BENEFIT #1--LESS CASH
 Downpayment less than 5% (3.5%). 

 Most 100% programs are gone (VA and Rural Housing are exceptions)

 6.0% seller contribution with minimum down
 Conventional 3.0% minimum down
 Very important in buyers market (can fund rate buydowns)

 No cash reserves requirement
 Does not mean that reserves are not a good thing (suitability)
 Most conventional: Two months reserves

 FHA allows 100% gifts
 Gift money is considered borrowers own money

 FHA allows borrowing unsecured from relatives  (gift is better).
 Funds can be provided by non-owner occupant co-borrower 
 Funds can be provided by government assistance program
 Can add up to $35,000 in rehab costs without plans and specs 
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TRANSLATION
 Cash is number one obstacle to home ownership

 FHA best first time buyer program out there. 
 Move up buyers with cash will not benefit because there 

will be mortgage insurance even if they put 20% or more 
down. 

 Creative ways for the seller to sell home
 203K rehab program—perfect for abandoned foreclosures. 
 2-1 buydown    (2.5%-3.5%-4.5%).  Must qualify at the note rate. 
 Permanent buydown: How about a 4.0% permanent rate? 
 Chances are seller can pay the cost of the buydown AND closing 

costs
Note: rates are “fictitious”
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FHA BENEFIT #2--ASSUME
 FHA (and VA) are the only true assumable loans out there.

 It is the ultimate insurance policy for bad times. 
 Imagine a 4.5% rate on a mortgage

 The market moves to 7.0%

 Homes stop selling
 You can offer your home with a 4.5% assumable mortgage

 Think it will sell faster? 

Note on FHA assumptions: 
Must credit qualify and be owner-occupied
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FHA BENEFIT #3: INCOME
 FHA ratios are 31/43: conventional ratios are 

28/36
 Ratios can be stretched to 33/45 for energy 

efficient homes
Even though automated underwriting will stretch 
ratios—credit issues reverts back to “manual”

 FHA allows non-owner occupant borrowers to help 
qualify
 No minimum ratio of person who occupies
 However, “kiddie condos” not allowed. 
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TRANSLATION
 7% debt ratio advantage
 $5,000 monthly income

 $350 higher debt service
 Could avoid paying off a car loan

 Could be $60,000 in home price  (at 5.0%)

Math:  350 divided by 5.37 payment factor 

Reduced slightly because of taxes and insurance
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FHA BENEFIT #4: CREDIT
 FHA does not have a minimum credit score
 FHA does not have pricing adjustments for credit, 

LTV, number of units or cash out. 
Warning: Many lenders (including Fannie Mae) 

have minimum: 580 or above
Warning: Lenders can have their own pricing 

adjustments
 However, generally, credit underwriting is more 

lenient for FHA vs. Conventional 
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FHA BENEFIT #5: CONDOS

 Fannie Mae won’t approve if 15% of HOA is 
delinquent

More stringent in Florida
 FHA has an approved list—as long as 51% owner-

occupied, there are no other requirements.
My story in North Carolina and Virginia

 Remember, lenders can be more stringent 
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FHA BENEFIT #6: REFIS
 FHA Streamline

 FHA to FHA no cash out
 No income, no asset, no appraisal
 Can even do for investors (watch lender acceptance)

 FHA cash out
 85% cash out with no bump in pricing 
 2nd appraisal required over $417,000

 Regular refis at 97.75% LTV

 Bonus benefit—can re-subordinate existing second on all 
refis—even cash-out

 Unbelievable benefit for those “underwater”

 Also FHA Reverse mortgage program: HECM
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FHA STREAMLINE REFI
 Lower rates now—with FHA volume up—FHA streamlines will be an important 

business line. 
 Streamline refis—are FHA to FHA refis with no cash out-max $500 to borrower

 Documentation Requirements--
 Loan application (abbreviated version)
 Previous 12-month mortgage payment history;
 An appraisal of the property if the new mortgage amount finances the closing costs 

over and above the existing loan balance;
 The applicant can keep secondary financing in place without a new appraisal (must 

be subordinated). 
 Cash to close documentation is not required

 If the property is no longer occupied by the applicant, FHA will allow a 
streamline refinance 
 Existing balance can be refinanced only (appraisal can’t be used). 
 If the mortgage payment history shows delinquencies during the previous 12 

months, full documentation processing.
 No adjustables can be used for Investor Streamlines
 No adjustment in Mortgage Insurance or rate (lender can charge more, though). 
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STREAMLINE ISSUES
 Lenders can increase requirements for FHA Streamline mortgages—including requiring 

full credit qualifying or an appraisal. 
 The applicant should be aware of the fact that the present lender may collect interest 

until the end of the month when an FHA mortgage is paid off
 If refinancing from a fixed rate on an owner occupied property to an FHA 1-year ARM, 

the new interest rate must be at least 2% lower than the rate on the existing mortgage. 
 If refinancing from an FHA ARM to a fixed rate, the new rate can increase by 2% over the 

current rate.
 If refinancing to a shorter term a 20.0% increase in payment is allowed.  

 From a hybrid ARM to a fixed rate, a 20.0% increase in payment is allowed.
 If  the borrower obtained an FHA loan through the FHA Secure program for delinquent 

mortgages, they are not eligible for a streamline refinance (they can do a full 
documentation refinance).

 Maximum term is remaining term plus 12 years or 30 years, whichever is less.
 Delinquent loans must be brought current—however, lender can refinance two delinquent 

payments into the loan amount. 
 Individuals can be added to title at the time of refinances, deletions have restrictions
 Only “credit-qualifying “ refinances are available for streamline K program. 
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STREAMLINE MIP
 Upfront MIP is 1.5% for all Streamline Refinances
 20/30 Year:  .55%  monthly over 95.0%  LTV; .50%  for 95% and under
 15 year: .25% monthly  over 90% LTV; none for 90%  and under
 Can use new appraisal to determine new LTV (or original value)
 Refunds are subtracted from new MIP
 Example: 

$90,000Mortgage
$3,000 Closing costs to be financed
$1,350 New MIP (1.50% of base mortgage amount)
($   950) MIP refund from old mortgage
$93,000Base mortgage amount
$93,400Mortgage amount including new MIP ($1,350 - $950)
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REFUNDS OF MIP
Upfront Mortgage Insurance Premium Refund Percentages

Month of Year

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 62 60 58

2 56 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 40 38 36 34

3 32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 10
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BONUS BENEFIT
 FHA Adjustable
 5.0% life cap

 1.0% adjustment cap for 1 year or 3/1
 Is also assumable
 Or can be refinanced into fixed rate under the 

streamline program. 
Many use Treasury (TCM) as index
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DISADVANTAGES OF FHA
 Owner-occupied only (except Streamline Refis)
Mortgage insurance even with 20% down.

 Can’t use seconds to get over maximum loan 
amount or eliminate insurance

 Brokers must get FHA approved—$65,000 net 
worth

 Lower loan amounts than conforming in low-cost 
areas
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FHA ELIGIBILITY
 The Myth---low-to-moderate income only
 The requirement is really set by the loan amount

 Base 65% of conforming: $271,050
 High-cost 150% of conforming $625,500
 $625K is not low-to-moderate income!  
 Temporarily higher limits as well

 Can have only one-loan at one time
 Must have legal status and social security number
 All loans (except Streamline Refis) are full doc (tax returns)
 Insurance always required so not for low LTV
 No seconds to eliminate insurance or go over maximum limits

 Exception—affordable seconds from a governmental agency

 No declining markets policy
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FHA TRANSACTIONS
 Owner-occupied purchase—no-investors

 Includes 203K Rehabilitation Mortgages (no refis)

 Second homes by hardship exception only
 Refinances

 Rate and term
 85% cash out
 FHA Secure—focused on reset adjustables---just eliminated. HOPE  for 

Homeowners replaces this program. 
 Streamline refinances (can be an investor!)—no doc (no appraisal, 

employment, deposit, mortgage payment history)—FHA to FHA only 
 Reverse mortgages

 FHA Vet Program –any advantage any more? 
 Assumptions—along with VA, only real assumable loan left 

 Must qualify,  owner occupied, fee is $500
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TYPES OF PROPERTIES FINANCED
 Single family (fee simple and PUDs). No longer a PUD approval list

 Condos—
 Approval list 
 51% owner-occupants for the project
 Attorney opinion letter
 Fannie and Freddie now allows FHA approval for their condos

 Manufactured homes 
 Not mobile homes

 2-4 family at higher loan amounts 
 Does not require higher down payments
 Higher limits-

 Two-Unit $347,000-$800K  
 Three-Unit      $419,400-$968K
 Four-Unit       $521,250-$1.2M
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TYPES OF FHA MORTGAGES
 Traditional Fixed Rate

 Temporary Buy-downs—
 Maximum 2.0%, 
 Qualify at the note rate
 May be secondary market premium 

 Adjustables—
 One year with 1/5 caps (qualify at start rate +1% over 95% LTV)
 3/1 with 1/5 caps
 5/1 with 2% annual caps

 203K Rehab program—great for Realtors—Fixer-uppers
 Reverse mortgage programs—HECM

 Receive cash or monthly payment, or combination of both
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COSTS OF AN FHA MORTGAGE
 Mortgage insurance---always!  MIP (mortgage insurance premium)

 Monthly cancellable after five years and 78% LTV (no new appraisal)
 Up-front refundable only if streamline refinance (3 year schedule)
 Previously: 1.5% up front/.50% with payment  (.25% for 15 year)
 After July 14, 2008—Risked Based Pricing—ML released
 After October 1, 2008—RBP Moratorium
 Upfront after October 1, 2008 is 

 1.75 for Purchase and full refinances  (can be added to loan)
 Streamline Refis  1.50

 FHA Secure with delinquencies—3.00 (Now FHA HOPE)

 Monthly after October 1, 2008 is:  
 20/30 year.55% over 95% LTV.  50% below

 15 year 25% over 95% LTV. 0% below
 FHA Secure same as  20/30 year
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RISK-BASED MIP
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QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
 FHA sets “minimum” standards—lenders can be tighter
 Income

 Ratios—31/43 (33/45 for energy efficient homes)
 Can use non-owner-occupied co-borrowers—related or family type relationship (not 

for non-traditional credit)

 Credit
 No minimum credit score  (500 over 90% LTV)-lenders can be tighter
 Accepts non-traditional credit (no credit score)

 Cash—3.5% of “own” money for downpayment
 Cannot use 2nds to eliminate MIP or lower cash needed (except from government)
 No cash reserves (except for non-traditional credit and 2-4 family)
 100% gifts allowed
 6.0% seller contributions with minimum down! 
 Down-payment assistance from government or “non-profit”

 IRS changed definition. 
 Seller-Assisted eliminated—Congress involvement—will they reverse decision? 
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FHA FORMS
 New Form: Underwriting and Transmittal Summary  HUD-92900-LT  

 Replaces Mortgage Credit Analysis Worksheet (MCAW) effective October 1, 2008

 Updated Form:  Addendum to URLA  HUD-92900-A (minor revisions)
 Assumption Disclosure
 Consumer Choice Disclosure—compares to conventional loan, plus 

insurance disclosure
 Home Inspection Rights Disclosure ($200 can be financed)
 Important Notice to Homebuyer—rates and points, mortgage 

insurance, prepayment, fraud, property condition
 Lead Paint Notice-before 1978
 Request for Certificate of Vet Status
 Statement of Value—HUD does not warrant condition of the property
 HUD-1 Addendum
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FHA APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS
 You must be approved to do FHA loans and cannot be paid to accomplish any 

origination activities if not approved. 
 Those who are paid must be W-2 and not have any other employment or self-

employment in real estate related activities
 Net branches—corporate must pay for all expenses. 
 Approval types—supervised (banks), non-supervised (mortgage companies) 

and  non-supervised loan correspondents (brokers sponsored by approved 
entities that also underwrite and fund brokers sponsored) 

 Direct  Endorsement approval (DE) allows supervised or non-supervised 
entities to underwrite and submit for insurance without FHA underwriting the 
files. 

 Entity must  be a corporation or partnership---no sole-proprietors
 Net worth requirements: 250K for lenders; 65K and 25k for each branch for 

brokers
 Audited financial statements are presently required
 Obviously FHA is presently swamped with applications!
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MARKETING FHA MORTGAGES
 The programs are the key--pick your niche!

 Niche rule—don’t pick the “best” niche—which niche will 
best serve your sphere? 
 Those in trouble—FHA secure refinances (now FHA HOPE)
 The easy refinance—FHA streamline (more FHA loans means more 

streamlines) 
 Those who need cash—85% refinances
 Jumbos—temporary higher limits
 Less than 5.0% down—first time homebuyers

 Historically FHA’s strong-point

 Reverse Mortgages: Seniors
 203K—rehab mortgages ---fixer uppers—Realtor involvement
 Streamline K
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EXAMPLE OF NICHE
 First time buyers

 First-Time Homebuyer Seminars 
 Alternative title: How to Buy a Home with Someone Else’s Money  or 

How to Overcome The Three Challenges to Home Ownership
 With synergy partners
 Government involvement

 Apartment complexes
 Property managers

 Financial planners/CPAs
 Bridal fairs instead of home buyer fairs
 Your sphere---the children of your previous customers—parents can 

help with FHA!
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THE MARKETING PLAN

 Identify Your Sphere
 Commonality
 Relationship
 1,000 to 10,000

Grow Your Sphere
Prioritize Your Sphere
Deliver Value To Your Sphere
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SPHERE OF INFLUENCE
Categories

 Personal Sphere- Friends, Family & 
Neighbors

 Present & Previous Customers
 Back to streamline refinances

 Previous Prospects
 Associations
 Vendors
 Coworkers
 Professionals
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DELIVERING VALUE TO SPHERE..

 First-time buyers—how are you helping 
put them in position? 

 Did you know the average buyer takes 
up to two years to move ahead?  How 
are you going to stay with them for 
that time? 

 Answer: Long-term value
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FINANCIAL DESTINATION 
FDI—A Comprehensive Solution to Risk-Based Premiums

And getting transactions to happen
 Professional credit restoration improvement—not a bandaid
 Debt reduction plan
 Unlimited budgeting and other financial advice (such as the tax benefits 

of owning) from CFPs and CPAs
 Cost? Less than most charge just for credit services.  $59 monthly.         

$15 to join. No long-term obligation. 
 Even better—you can chose—just refer deals in without joining. Or when 

you join as a rep—you get $20 monthly for each client that participates! 
(rep cost a one time fee in addition to joining as a member)

 More information:  www.hershmanfinancialgroup.com
 24/7 Webinar: http://fdi.originationpro.com/
 Live Webinar tomorrow (Thursday).  www.originationpro.com



NEWSLETTERS

Ultimate Value Delivery
 Expertise. Portray you as an expert                

—no handy homeowner hints—
Test--Realtor Sales Meeting

 Understandable—no complex bond language
 Relevant up-to-date news they can use today
 Easy—it can’t take your time to write, 

personalize or send
 Flexible—different pieces for different 

segment of your sphere—some targets are 
more important than others. 



NEWSLETTERS

Ultimate sphere marketing—(Con’t)

 Response. Designed to make the phone ring 
with more than one piece available. You are 
not Proctor and Gamble. 

 Flexible (again)—different formats from HTML 
to PDF to Mail pieces 
(even 1 to 4 page)

 Leverage. Consumer pieces to give to 
Realtors to send to their consumers. 



WHY NEWSLETTERPRO? 
 Written by industry expert for over 20 years
 Unlimited use for one price
 Print and HTML pieces that are easy to personalize
 More than just a newsletter—

 4-pages and 1-page
 Sales and real estate/finance article
 Bonus flyers and letters

 Coaching and Training by  Dave Hershman (CMA certification)
 The cost is $39 monthly for both NewsletterPro  & the CMA 

training program.   
 You can cancel at any time
 Need mail or email fulfillment system? You can upgrade to 

MyMortgageCommunity and the VELMA personal marketing 
assistant—cost $69 monthly



WHY NEWSLETTERPRO? 
All these pieces and more…
for one low price!
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FIRST

Log In
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THEN…

Go to 
Update 
Profile
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STEP ONE

Update Your 
•Name 
•Contact Info
•Personal
Paragraph
•Address Block
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STEP ONE—PART TWO

On same page you 
can update your: 
•Disclosure
•Choose calculator links
•Change your password
Don’t Forget To Hit   
“Update Profile” Button
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STEP TWO

After you update your profile, 
you can then download your 
company  logo—
•Click on “Company Logo” 
on profile page
•Locate your logo  on your 
hard drive to upload
•Click “Upload File” 
•Make sure your logo is no  
larger than size specified
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STEP THREE

Back to the Profile Page you 
can now download your picture
•Click on “Personal Photo”
•Locate the photo on your 
hard drive
•Click on “Upload File”
•Make sure the photo is no 
larger than size specified
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AS EASY AS 1-2-3: YOU ARE SET UP
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BUT THAT IS NOT ALL…
 The main page/dashboard also 

gives you access to all print  
materials, including archives

 Each document has a version in 
Microsoft Publisher. If you have 
that program (part of Office 
Professional)—you can edit in any 
way.  These then can be turned 
into PDFs or included in an email. 

 Each document also has a “PDF” 
version which allows you to add 
your name in the box.  The PDF 
version can be mailed or emailed 
as an attachment. 

 VELMA will help you automatically 
personalize the 4-page newsletter
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START-UP DOCUMENTS

The start-up documents 
include—

 A sample welcome letter to 
your newsletter prospects;

 Instructions to add a banner 
to your Outlook Signature so 
that those you email can 
sign up;

 Back Pages. These help turn 
the  one-page documents 
into self-mailers. 
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THE REAL ESTATE UPDATE
 Four page document
 Traditional self-mailer 

newsletter
 For all parts of your 

sphere
 Industry news,  

economic 
commentary, charts

 Includes finance 
article
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THE SALES UPDATE

 It is not enough to 
distribute news, you must 
teach your B-to-B targets 
how to sell which is the 
ultimate value

 Realtors, financial 
planners, CPAs, title 
companies, insurance 
agents

 Designed as great sales 
meeting material for 
presentations
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THE REAL ESTATE PAGE

 Consumer articles on 
finance and real estate 
topics

 Can be used for prospect 
conversions when topic is 
right  (archives become 
important)

 Can give to Realtors and 
Financial Planners to send 
to their clients—leverage. 

 Can use as response 
mechanisms
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THE REAL ESTATE TRENDS

 One page print 
document

 Legal size

 Can be turned into 
a mailer or PDF

 Industry news,  
economic 
commentary, charts
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BONUS FLYERS & LETTERS

 We can produce flyers 
and letters that are 
topical for every 
environment

 We integrate response 
mechanisms into the 
flyers so they can call for 
articles or special 
reports

 More than a Newsletter—
we offer a complete 
marketing system
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WHAT WE COVERED TODAY…

 FHA History and Update
 FHA Guidelines
 FHA Programs
 Marketing FHA
 Delivering Value

Are you ready to take action? 
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MY GIFT TO YOU…
If you stay a member of the NewsletterPro and 

after the 30 day trial period
—after six months you will be eligible for 
Certified Mortgage Advisor Certification

Questions or have not received password? 
Email us at   success@hershmangroup.com

Also—want my OriginationPro Mortgage School DVDs or Complete 
Mor tgage Management or Marketing Kits?  

NewsL200 for $200 off!

www.OriginationPro.com


